
COMMON RACE FORMAT USED IN GREAT BRITAIN 
(Please check specific details of rules for each event—there are variations) 

After race register has closed all the riders are put into their race classes and sheets are then 
published for you to check that your name, class, plate and club is correct. Listen for the 
commentator to announce “Pre Sheets are posted” and after any changes are made the race 
officials then put the riders into their races and the race or “Moto” sheets are published so you can 
check which race and start lane you are in. 
 
If there are more than eight riders in your class you will race in at least three rounds of races called 
"moto's". Most domestic events use “Moto Rotation” which means if you are in a class of 9 or more 
riders you will not race the same riders each moto. If there are eight or less riders in the class then 
you will ride in four moto's in a "Grand Prix" system where your final position depends on your points 
from all four moto's.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In each moto you will receive points relative to your finishing position (1st place- 1 point, 2nd- 2 
points etc.) After the moto's your points are added together and the top riders in each class go into 
the quarter, semi, or main finals depending on the number of riders in the class. After the first three 
motos the sheets for the next round will be posted, check if you have qualified and note the race 
number. The fourth moto in a Grand Prix is normally run with the main finals. 

 
Depending on the event you may find the sheets show 
your lane chosen by the computer or as in the format 
shown with “PICK SEQUENCE” where the order the 
riders are shown is the order they pick their start lane. 
 
If you do not understand what you should do next, you 
should ask at Race Administration which is normally 
based near the finish line—often the same place you 
registered at. At larger meetings you may not be able to 
get to race administrator but there will always be 
someone from the organising club who you can ask.  
 

If you can’t find an official ask an older rider — don’t be worried as they all know what it is 
like to be new to the sport and they will be pleased to help. 

RACE NUMBER 
MOTO 1 START LANE NUMBER CLUB CLASS 


